In education, writing is often distilled into two categories: windows or mirrors. A reader is either given the opportunity to experience a completely different world or immersed in something reflective of their own life.

“Tuesday Night Is HamBingo Night” was the first serious thing I wrote that had nothing to do with me. Until that composition class my first semester at UCF, most of what I read were “mirrors,” and rarely was I in a position to write about anyone with an experience different than my own. As a result, the process was difficult and uncomfortable. But I did it. Partly because I didn’t want to fail Professor Ives’ class, but mostly because the more I trusted the process, the more passionate I became about sharing Carol Lee’s story.

Ultimately, I received a lot of positive feedback on “Tuesday Night Is HamBingo Night,” and one recurring theme stuck out to me: storytelling—factual, fictional, or otherwise—is about making others feel seen.

I enjoy writing but am not normally inclined to share it with others. Even now, I find that I enjoy writing most in a professional or anonymous capacity; however, I am proud of having been published in Stylus and grateful to have been given the tools and experience to share that learning with my own students.
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